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this section of the book
presents a journey through some of the 

research and interventions carried out at the
 laboratory of immediate architectural intervention

at umeå school of architecture
during the academic years 

2011-2012 and 2012-2013 

the research and interventions were
made possible through the engagement, 

motivation, dedication and skills of our students:

kimberley beauprez
veronica gerini

erika henriksson
maria hudl
paula idun

christina kousgaard
martin livian

johan marklund
anna misharina
olga oreshkina

febe roels
kirstine skyum

audingas sumskas
sofia sjölin

tobias westerlund



Our matters of concern have evolved since we start-
ed establishing the LiAi. They certainly work… and in a 
very particular way. 

Just as we define them both in terms of found texts 
and references and our own particular ontologies and 
epistemologies, so too the students: they are presented 
with these diptychs or triptychs of matters of concern 
and are asked to ‘map’ as well as to think through them. 
They do this with the knowledge that they are not quite 
sure of the meanings either… and yet, their mappings 
produce the meanings as they go, just as they are ‘di-
agnostic’ in the sense that they reveal certain predilec-
tions and preoccupations. 

We have learned a tremendous amount from them 
about these matters of concern through their meander-
ings and uncertainties and their proclamations.  

body/apparatus
critical/projective/relational
agency/structure/ANT
the other/difference
the other/coexistence
transversals/micropolitics
aesthetics/politics
affordance/gift
diffraction/representation
discourse/event
documentation/judgment
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These matters of concern, as enacted in the mappings 
for instance, achieve specificity … they no longer reside 
solely in the discourse of the ‘about’, but in the lines and 
colours of the visualisations on screen or printed out. 

What is happening here is not an application of theory, 
but a making of tangible agendas and positions, i.e., a 
making of theory. The matters of concern enable this 
positioning and demarcation of areas of interest and… 
yes, concern. But the areas are not abstracted, they are 
very real and resonate with spaces and flesh and things 
and interactions... 

These matters of concern are not only tools for ‘map-
ping’, or for exploring and delineating agendas and po-
sitions but are also very concrete instances of thought. 
Though as framing devices they indicate realms of 
perception, thought and action, they are as well open 

enough to allow the production of the unexpected, the 
exploration of the uncertain, and the joy of speculative 
play. And: they are damn serious. They are ways of ap-
proaching crucial questions, things that genuinely mat-
ter. And their openness makes them excellent learning 
apparatuses as we have to work our way(s) through 
them and with them, exploring, discussing, speculat-
ing, testing and learning in the process of proposing 
what they could be or what they are. 

Learning is here not a transferring of a series of frozen 
definitions, but a process and a practice through which 
a situated concept ‘becomes’. And it becomes in con-
cert with things, spaces and discourses, in concert with 
worries, intuitions and fascinations, along the lines of 
our movements in the city, and around the sites of our 
interventions. These, our matters of concern, are tools 
for ‘architecting’ the world responsibly.
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plastic bags/  - olga oreshkina
take an object for a walk - architectural intervention and cultural consequences - liai 7 take an object for a walk - architectural intervention and cultural consequences - liai 7

olga oreshkina - /plastic bags

We see in this section of the book several 
instances of student work emerging from 
an introductory exercise that we are quite 
fond of, something we call ‘take an object 

for a walk’. Students engage with a do-
mestic object in a way in which the object 
dictates the terms of its own analysis and 
these terms are then transformed into a 

‘practicing’ of the city, a moving through 
the city enacted in the form of walking and 
guided by the object. The city is then en-
countered otherwise: other gazes, other 

walks, other speeds, other rhythms, other 
aims, other values... emerge and are per-
formed in these movements through the 
city. Students entangle themselves with 
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story-umeå-heart/  - olga oreshkina + anna misharina
draft prototypes - architectural intervention and cultural consequences - liai 7 draft prototypes - architectural intervention and cultural consequences - liai 7

olga oreshkina + anna misharina - /story-umeå-heart

another, previously unknown, city. Olga for 
instance was capable of establishing an in-
teresting relationship with handsome teen-
agers and light poles in the city, through 

a plastic bag, which allowed her to draw 
people’s dis-figured faces, measure the 
distance to things differently and feel the 
strength and speed of the wind blowing 

in the streets. Her performative skills were 
liberated with surprising effects, and what 
has proven even more remarkable, her out-
standing abilities to record and document 

emerged from the outset and continued 
to develop. (In different ways, the relative 
openness of the exercise allows students 
to engage in different situations using the 
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story-umeå-heart/  - olga oreshkina + anna misharina
construction process - architectural intervention and cultural consequences - liai 7 a break in the construction process - architectural intervention and cultural consequences - liai 7

olga oreshkina + anna misharina - /story-umeå-heart

skills and tools they already have). We can 
see here how, from the very beginning, the 
interplay of matters of concern is present, 
so that fields of interest such as those 

marked by the sets ‘body/apparatus’, ‘per-
formative/things’ and ‘documentation/
judgement’, start taking on very real lives 
and meanings of their own, unfolding in the 

practiced practices brought into the streets 
of the city and in the conversations and en-
counters with different people. 

These sets of notions are planned ‘con-
cerns’ of very specific parts of our work 
in the laboratory; one by one, we use our 
‘matters of concern’ to connect texts that 
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